
MAN Truck & Bus

Engineering the Future – since 1758.

MAN live.
High-tech – close-up.



Live innovation.

Experience competence.

Wind up to enthusiasm. 
 
How can you enjoy the fascination of MAN close up?
Of course in any MAN truck, bus or coach on the 
world‘s highways. But there‘s another fascinating way 
to enjoy the world of MAN: by an exciting look behind 
the scenes. Discover the world of MAN in the Truck and 
Bus Forum, wonder at the high-tech manufacture, and 
experience the many-sided facets of the MAN brand as 
close as can be.



GUIDED EXPERIENCE.



Compact Tour: On the Trail of Quality. 

Experience right in front of you how efficient MAN 
high-tech trucks are built. You‘re also given all kinds of 
interesting background information about MAN tradi-
tion and innovation and the Munich production site. 
You accompany the chassis as it emerges, witness the 
„marriage“ between cab and chassis in final assembly, 
and are on the spot when a MAN truck is first awake-
ned to life.

Precision from 

start to finish.

Compact Tour

Languages:     German  
       English 
       French 
       Spanish 
Enquire for other languages 
Duration:     1.5 hours 
Persons per group: max. 30 
Group price:      140 € / 100 €*

* Reduction for those doing military and alternative service, voluntary social and ecological year, pensioners, journalists. 
Free of charge for customers collecting vehicles and for Trucker’s Club members.



Fascinating 

Truck Forum.

* Reduction for those doing military and alternative service, voluntary social and ecological year, pensioners, journalists. 
Free of charge for customers collecting vehicles and for Trucker’s Club members.

Compact Tour Plus

Languages:     German, English,
       French, Spanish

Enquire for other languages
Duration:     2 hours
Persons per group: max. 30 
Group price:     8 € / 5 €* (per   
       person) 
       225 € / 175 €*

Kompakt Tour Plus: Where the MAN puls beats.

In addition to the Compact Tour, the Compact Tour 
Plus lets you experience the Truck Forum. Look  
into the Customer Center and visit the Branch  
Competence Center, where you can thoroughly inspect 
complete vehicle solutions, and take a trial seat in them 
too. The MAN brand world lets major chapters in 
history pass by and points to what the future holds.



Exclusive Tour Cab: Cab Shells Inclusive.

This tour lets you experience the highly automated 
construction of cab shells. Here the individual  
components are prefabricated, then cab parts such as 
the floor plate, side and rear walls, front and wind 
baffle are all assembled. You‘ll be fascinated by the 
speed and precision of the robots. You‘re also given 
background information about the protective surface 
coating and varnish structure of the cabs.

How today’s 

cabs are built.

*  Reduction for those doing military and alternative service, voluntary social and ecological year, pensioners, journalists. 
 Free of charge for customers collecting vehicles and for Trucker’s Club members.

Exklusive Tour Cab

Languages:     German  
       English 
       French 
       Spanish 
Enquire for other languages 
Duration:     2.5 hours 
Persons per group: max. 20 
Group price:      250 € / 200 €*



Exclusive Tour Traction: Everything Goes Round.

On this tour you‘ll learn the structure of an axle.
You‘ll see assembly of innovative MAN hypoid and 
planetary hub reduction axles, of drive-through  
axles and transfer cases. Automated guided vehicles 
optimize material and manufacturing flow. You‘re 
informed about case and gear production, tempering 
and varnishing.

Pulling their 

weight.

*  Reduction for those doing military and alternative service, voluntary social and ecological year, pensioners, journalists. 
Free of charge for customers collecting vehicles and for Trucker’s Club members.

Exklusiv Tour Traction

Languages:     German  
       English 
       French 
       Spanish 
Enquire for other languages 
Duration:     2.5 hours 
Persons per group: max. 30 
Group price:      250 € / 200 €*

Vohburger, Marion




Premium Tour: Fascination from A to Z.

This tour will answer all your questions. You‘ll  
experience the entire span of production at the Munich 
location. From the construction of high-tech MAN 
chassis through the highly automated building of cab 
shells, the fitting of cab interiors and axle assembly to 
the appearance of the ready vehicle, here you‘ll accom-
pany heavy MAN TGX and TGS trucks on the way to 
completion.

Highlights

to standard.

*  Reduction for those doing military and alternative service, voluntary social and ecological year, pensioners, journalists. 
Free of charge for customers collecting vehicles and for Trucker’s Club members.

Premium Tour

Languages:     German  
       English 
       French 
       Spanish 
Enquire for other languages 
Duration:     3 hours 
Persons per group: max. 20 
Group price:      275 € / 225 €*



Eco Tour: The Environment Goes First.

A special program that focuses on protection of the 
environment. You‘re given an overview of the Munich 
location and the different production activities, with 
emphasis on the many ecological measures implemen-
ted. As a partner in the „Environment Package Bavaria“ 
campaign we‘ll tell you all about materials, processes 
and technologies in relation to the environment.

A ride into 

the green.

*  Reduction for those doing military and alternative service, voluntary social and ecological year, pensioners, journalists. 
Free of charge for customers collecting vehicles and for Trucker’s Club members.

Eco Tour

Languages:     German  
       English 
       French 
       Spanish 
Enquire for other languages 
Duration:     2 hours 
Persons per group: max. 15 
Group price:      225 € / 175 €*



Forum Tour: Truck and Bus Forum.

The Truck and Bus Forums present you with a unique 
world of experience and competence in commercial 
vehicles. On a guided tour you‘ll learn about and 
indulge in the two forums, visit the modern Customer 
Center and inspect complete vehicle solutions inclu-
ding bodywork in the Branch Competence Center. 
Rounding off the tour you‘ll plunge into the fascinating 
MAN brand world, with an impressive audio-visual 
presentation of MAN tradition, innovation and vision.

Experience

up close.

*  Reduction for those doing military and alternative service, voluntary social and ecological year, pensioners, journalists. 
Free of charge for customers collecting vehicles and for Trucker’s Club members.

Foren Tour

Languages:     German  
       English 
       French 
       Spanish 
Enquire for other languages 
Duration:     1 hours 
Persons per group: max. 30 
Group price:      95 € / 70 €*



Chill-out Tour: MAN at Night.

An unusual time for an unusual experience:
the „MAN at Night“ tour invites you to experience 
production of the innovative MAN TGX and TGS trucks 
close up in the late shift. An ideal opportunity to round 
off your day in Munich.

Late-night

highlight.

*  Ermäßigung für Wehr- und Ersatzdienstleistende, Teilnehme freiwilliges soziales und ökologische Jahr, Renter und Pensionäre, Journalisten. 
Kostenfrei für Kunden im Rahmen der Fahrzeugabholung, Mitglieder Trucker´s Club, Schüler, Studenten, Azubis, Schwerbehinderte inkl. Begleitperson, MAN Mitarbeiter

*   Reduction for those doing military and alternative service, voluntary social and ecological year, pensioners, journalists. 
Free of charge for customers collecting vehicles and for Trucker’s Club members.

Chill-out Tour

Languages:     German  
       English 
       French 
       Spanish 
Enquire for other languages 
Duration:     1 hours 
Persons per group: max. 30 
Price and details on enquiry



General information. 

༄� Transfer to the works and back is free of charge.
༄� �Please note that for safety reasons children under  

10 and persons with a cardiac pacemaker are not 
accepted on works tours.

༄� � We should be pleased to organize tours for  
individuals.

༄� �All tours start at the reception of the Truck Forum.
༄� �Please book your tour well in advance by  

phoning +0044-(0)89-1580-5370 or by  
e-mail at customercenter@man.eu.

༄� �Note that no photos may be taken during works 
tours. 

Contact us if you have any questions.

༄� �Opening hours Truck Forum / Bus Forum: 
07:00 to 20:00 h, Monday through Friday.

༄� �Parking is available in Car Park P51; there is no 
parking outside the forums.

Anreise mit dem Auto.

༄� �Motorway Nuremberg (A 9) or Deggendorf (A 92): 
motorway interchange Munich-Neufahrn, direction 
Stuttgart on A 92 until motorway interchange 
Munich-Feldmoching. Continue in direction  
Stuttgart on A 99 until exit Munich-Ludwigsfeld. 
Continue in direction Dachau on B 304 to Truck 
Forum.
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༄� �Motorway Stuttgart (A 8): 
take direction Munich, then continue in direction 
Salzburg on A 99 until exit Munich-Ludwigsfeld. 
Continue as when arriving from motorway  
Nuremberg.

༄� �Motorway Garmisch-Partenkirchen (A 95) or  
Lindau (A 96): 
at end of motorway drive onto Mittlerer Ring  
(Landshuter Allee) in direction Dachau, then  
continue on B 304 (Dachauer Strasse) to works.

༄� �Motorway Salzburg (A 8): 
motorway interchange Munich-Brunnthal, direction 
Nuremberg on A 99 until motorway interchange 
Munich-North. Continue in direction Stuttgart 
through motorway interchange Munich-Feldmoching 
on A 99 until exit Munich-Ludwigsfeld.Continue as 
when arriving from motorway  
Nuremberg.

༄� �Motorway Passau (A 94): 
motorway interchange Munich-East, take direction 
Nuremberg on A 99. Continue through motorway 
interchange Munich-North and motorway inter-
change Munich-Feldmoching in direction Stuttgart 
until exit Munich-Ludwigsfeld.

If you have a navigation set, simply enter the following 
address: Dachauer Strasse 570, 80995 Munich

A special tour 

for you.



Printed in Germany
Text und Abbildungen unverbindlich. 
Änderungen, bedingt durch den technischen Fortschritt, vorbehalten.

MAN Truck & Bus AG

Postfach 50 06 20
D-80976 München
www.mantruckandbus.com

MAN Truck & Bus – Ein Unternehmen der MAN Gruppe


